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despite the NBA alliance is committed to creating a fair and just competition environment, but in a variety of interests driven by the
driving of the controversial penalty in an endless stream. The following are some of the famous controversial fine count. 1, 2014
Western semi final G5 Paul three foul clippers last 43 seconds also lead to 7 points, but Durant scored 5 points in the gap to just 2
points. Paul ball was broken, Jackson's layup was destroyed. The referee awarded the ball of thunder. Subsequently, Westbrook's
three points shot was blown three points foul. In the slow motion, the foul play has a huge controversy. With Westbrook and Paul finally
third three penalty ball turnovers, the Clippers lost the battle of king mountain, and ultimately lost the series. 02, Jordan push Russell
Jordan in 1998 the final sixth games of the final vote is definitely a classic history of the NBA. But the lack of perfection is that your
majesty before Akira Byron Michael Russell defense, there is an obvious pushing action. Obviously, the referee let go of this obvious
foul Jordan, and ultimately Jordan completed the Shot Last". 03, Miller push Jordan 1998 in Eastern Conference finals game 4,
Jordan personal defense Miller, in desperation, Miller recorded a shoving tear apart the defense and hit a fatal one-third. After many
years, Miller admitted that this is a push, but the referee let go of this action. 04, the rocket was black 2005 playoffs, Yao Mai led the
rockets against the mavericks. The Rockets have won the 2:0's lead, and the referee has dominated the next game, as people think
the Rockets will take a series of games with ease. After the three game, Yao Ming was blown a total of 14 foul, many of which have a
lot of foul controversy. Even Finlay off the ball into the ball out of bounds. The Rockets lost three games and lost the last seven. Later,
the famous HeiShao donaszi also acknowledged that the rocket was secretly doing away. 05, the king was black 2002 years in the
Western Conference finals, the king suffered a NBA history of the most obvious whistle whistled. The first five games, King 3:2 lead.
In charge of law enforcement G6 is Babeta, Delaney and Bernhard. The three Lakers paratelum received a total of 27 free throws,
students blowing dead king. The peak period of the king of Princeton, eventually lost to the referee's whistle. 06 James, walking
about < p > James has been the darling of the referee, until April 2006 29 reached a climax: knight in the first round of the playoffs
against the Wizards of the third field, James Last - minute walk through the n step finish at the rim. Knight 97:96 beat wizards. Video
playback, the ball, James took a full five steps, called stunning four". 07, Duncan smile eat T
< >
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